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DESCRIPTION
During pandemic, people with severe cases of coronavirus
disease may develop aberrant blood clots ranging from
pulmonary embolisms in the lungs to deep vein thrombosis in
the legs, as well as clots that cause strokes or heart attacks. When
a blood artery is damaged, proteins are produced that attract
platelets and other clotting factors, this cluster together to create
a clot, sealing the wound and allowing it to heal. The most
serious concern about COVID-19 infection is the high risk of
death. Despite the fact that death rates from this virus have been
relatively low in India compared to other countries, considerable
numbers of people continue to die due to the enormous number
of individuals affected. Based on the information available so
far, it is evident that respiratory failure is the leading cause of
death in almost all patients. What is the root of the problem?
Rather than bronchitis alone, as in most past influenza
epidemics, it is early and progressive pulmonary thrombosis
(clotting of blood in the lungs) which restricts blood supply, gas
exchange, and breathing difficulties to collapse. Several degrees
of evidence support this mechanism.

First, it was noted in early studies that a large proportion of
COVID-19 infection patients arriving to hospitals had higher
levels of d-dimer, a general marker of blood vessel thrombosis.
Those with high d-dimer levels were more likely to develop
serious respiratory problems and die. There are no additional
sites of thrombosis in most of these patients, such as the leg
veins, which are considerably more prevalent but have only been
recorded in a few patients late in their illness after being in the
hospital for several days. Secondly, multiple autopsy
investigations from various nations provide the strongest
evidence for this widespread micro vascular thrombosis. All of
them had substantial blood clots in the tiny veins of the lungs
(Micro Vascular Thrombosis-MVT), only with minor indications
of pneumonia, implying that the blood clots are the cause of
poor oxygenation and respiratory failure.

Thirdly, it is now known that the endothelial cells that line the
blood vessels of the lung share the receptors on the cells in the
air pockets of the lung that allow the COVID-19 virus to enter

those cells. Post mortem examinations have revealed that these
cells are infected, causing platelet aggregation in the tiny blood
arteries. Although not treated correctly once, this will quickly
worsen, leading to treatment-unresponsive respiratory failure.
Fourth is the occurrence of silent pneumonia' or silent hypoxia,'
which is increasingly being recognized even in the general
community, in which relatively healthy-looking patients have low
blood oxygen and later fall, most likely due to pulmonary
thrombosis that has spread. Other types of lung injury may
result in mortality in a few patients, but blood clots in the lungs
are the major cause of death in almost all patients.

Early detection and intervention with blood thinners that are
anticoagulants in this condition, at suitable doses, is therefore
crucial. Based on a few simple assessments, this can be simply
adopted in all hospitals: Even when they appear to be in good
health, they have a higher rate of breathing at rest (above 20/
moment) and a lower level of oxygen in the finger (pulse-
oximeter,   which   is   easily   checked   in   hospitals   upon 93

when   possible.  It   was   discovered  to  be   elevated (more than
2-3    times   above   normal),   which    indicates   a   developing
lung   disease.   Patients   with   these   symptoms   should   start
taking     standard   blood    thinners   such    heparin   or    Low
Molecular Weight Heparin (LMWH) in therapeutic doses very
away. Preventive dosages of LMWH have been recommended
promptly after diagnosis for patients with a higher risk of
problems. In some cases, these medications are contraindicated.
As a result, careful medical supervision is required. It is also
necessary to keep a close eye on any negative consequences.

As a result, it's critical that the general public, as well as health-
care professionals, are aware of the problem of blood clots in the
lungs, which  is  unique to COVID-19  in  terms  of  severity.  Of
course, further research is needed to establish the appropriate
doses at the optimum phases of the disease. While such
considerations are necessary, they will never encompass all
infected individuals who must all take blood thinners as
prescribed. This technique has been proven to be beneficial in
reducing COVID-19 infection-related mortality in India, as well
as preventing the spread of COVID-19 variations.
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D-dimer  levels  should  be  examined   as   soon   as   practicable
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